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We consider the question for which square integrable analytic functions f and g
on the unit disk the densely defined products TfTg are bounded on the Bergman
space. We prove results analogous to those obtained by the second author [17] for
such Toeplitz products on the Hardy space. We furthermore obtain similar results
for Hankel products HfH g* , where f and g are square integrable on the unit disk,
and for the mixed Haplitz products Hf Tg and Tg H f*, where f and g are square
integrable on the unit disk and g is analytic.  1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let dA denote Lebesgue area measure on the unit disk D, normalized so
that the measure of D equals 1. The Bergman space L2a is the Hilbert space
consisting of the analytic functions on D that are also in L2(D, dA). For
f # L2(D, dA), the Toeplitz operator Tf and the Hankel operator Hf with
symbol f are defined densely on the Bergman space L2a by Tf (h)=P( fh)
and Hf (h)=(1&P)( fh) for all polynomials h, where P is the orthogonal
projection from L2(D, dA) onto L2a .
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The techniques required to solve problems in the Bergman space setting
may be very different from those that work in the Hardy space setting.
Often one sees similarities in the theorems, but not the proofs (although in
both cases the proofs usually feature an interplay between function theory
and operator theory).
On the Hardy space H 2, bounded Toeplitz operators arise only from
bounded symbols. In [11] Sarason posed the problem for which f and g
in H 2 the densely defined operator TfTg is bounded on H2. Sarason [11]
conjectured that a necessary condition obtained by S. Treil is also sufficient
for boundedness of such Toeplitz products. Cruz-Uribe [6] characterized
the outer functions f and g for which the Toeplitz product Tf Tg is bounded
and invertible on H 2, providing support for Sarason’s conjecture. In [17]
the second author obtained a partial answer to Sarason’s problem by
showing that a condition slightly stronger than the one in Sarason’s conjec-
ture is sufficient for boundedness of these Toeplitz products on the Hardy
space.
On the Bergman space, there are unbounded symbols that induce
bounded Toeplitz operators. A Toeplitz operator with analytic symbol is,
however, bounded if and only if its symbol is bounded on the unit disk.
Sarason [11] also asked for which analytic functions f and g in L2a the den-
sely defined product TfTg is bounded on L2a . In this article we will obtain
a partial answer to this question and prove results analogous to those
obtained by the second author [17] for such Toeplitz products on the
Hardy space.
On the Bergman space, Luecking [9] has obtained complete charac-
terizations of compactness and boundedness of Hankel operators with
symbol in L2(D, dA). Little is known concerning the products H f*Hg or
Hf H g* for f, g # L2(D, dA). Even on the Hardy space, problems con-
cerning the products of Toeplitz operators or Hankel operators are much
harder than those dealing with a single operator; see [2, 4, 10, 11, 15
and 17]. Many interesting questions concerning products of Toeplitz
operators or Hankel operators either on the Hardy space or the Bergman
space still remain open. Using the beautiful theory of Hoffman [8]
describing the maximal ideal space of H (D), the second author [16]
proved that if f and g are bounded harmonic functions on the unit disk D,
then Tf Tg&Tf g is compact if and only if (1&|z|2) min[ |f z |, |gz |]
 0, as |z|  1&, which is analogous to the results on the Hardy space
([2, 15]). For symbols f and g in L2(D, dA), the problems on the
product are subtle. In addition to boundedness results for the Toeplitz
products discussed in the previous paragraph, we obtain similar results
for Hankel products HfH g*, where f and g are in L2(D, dA), and for
the mixed Haplitz products Hf Tg and TgH f*, where f # L2(D, dA) and
g # L2a .
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2. PRELIMINARIES
The Bergman space L2a has reproducing kernels Kw given by
Kw(z)=
1
(1&w z)2
,
for z, w # D: for every h # L2a we have (h, Kw) =h(w), for all w # D. In
particular, we have the following formula for the projection P:
Pu(w)=|
D
u(z)
(1&w z)2
dA(z),
for u # L2(D, dA) and w # D.
Before we give some more preliminaries, we will first discuss how the
various Haplitz products are to be defined.
First we consider Toeplitz products. If g is a bounded analytic function
on D, then
(Tg h)(w)=(Tg h, Kw) =(h, gKw) =|
D
g(z) h(z)
(1&wz )2
dA(z),
for all h # L2a and w # D. If g # L
2
a and h # L
2
a , we define Tg h by the latter
integral:
(Tg h)(w)=|
D
g(z) h(z)
(1&wz )2
dA(z),
for w # D. If f is furthermore in L2a , then the meaning of TfTg h is clear: it
is the analytic function f Tg h. We will be concerned with the question for
which f and g in L2a the operator TfTg is bounded on L
2
a .
Next we consider Hankel products. If f is bounded and h # L2a , then
(Hf h)(w)=f (w) h(w)&P( fh)(w)
=|
D
( f (w)& f (z)) h(z)
(1&wz )2
dA(z),
for all w # D. The latter formula is to be used to define Hf densely on L2a
if f # L2(D, dA). If g is bounded and u # (L2a)
=, then
Hg*u(w)=(H g*u, Kw)=(u, HgKw) =(u, gKw) ,
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for all w # D. Since Kw is bounded, the latter formula makes sense for all
g # L2(D, dA), and we use it to define the operator Hg* densely on (L2a)
=.
Note that the star need no longer be the adjoint (but would of course coin-
cide with the adjoint in case the operator Hg is itself bounded).
By Lemma 1 in [9] the set of smooth functions with compact support
in D is dense in (L2a)
=, so certainly Cc(D) & (L2a)
=, the set of compactly
supported functions in (L2a)
= is dense in (L2a)
=. If f, g # L2(D, dA) and
u # Cc(D) & (L2a)
=, then H g*u is bounded, and the meaning of HfHg*u is
clear: it is the function Hf (Hg*u). This defines the Hankel product HfH g*
on a dense subset of (L2a)
=, namely Cc(D) & (L2a)
=.
The mixed Haplitz operators are defined as follows. For f # L2a , g #
L2(D, dA) and u # Cc(D) & (L2a)
=, TfH g*u is the analytic function f (Hg*u).
If h # H, then Tg # L2a , and we define HfTg h to be the function Hf (Tg h).
For w # D, the fractional linear transformation .w defined by
.w(z)=
w&z
1&w z
is an automorphism of the unit disk; in fact, the mappings are involutions:
.&1w =.w . The real Jacobian for the change of variable !=.w(z) is equal
to |.$w(z)| 2=(1&|w|2)2|1&w z|4, thus we have the change-of-variable
formula
|
D
h(.w(z)) dA(z)=|
D
h(z)
(1&|w|2)2
|1&w z|4
dA(z),
where h is a positive measurable or integrable function on D. The functions
kw(z)=
1&|w|2
(1&w z)2
are the normalized reproducing kernels for L2a . The change-of-variable
formula can be written as
|
D
h(.w(z)) dA(z)=|
D
h(z) |kw(z)| 2 dA(z), (2.1)
where h is a positive measurable or integrable function on D.
For w # D the operator Uw on L2(D, dA) is defined by
Uw f =( f b .w) kw .
It is easy to see that Uw is a unitary operator which commutes with the
Bergman projection. In particular, Tf Uw=UwTf b .w .
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The Berezin transform of a function f # L2(D, dA) is the function f
defined on D by
f (w)=|
D
f (z) |kw(z)|2 dA(z).
In particular, it follows from change-of-variable formula (2.1) that | f |2
t
(w)=
& f b .w&22 , for every f # L
2(D, dA) and w # D.
It is well-known ([1, 18]) that & f &2 is equivalent to &(1&|z| 2) f $&2 for
f in the Bergman space L2a with f (0)=0. The following lemma for the inner
product in the Bergman space in terms of derivatives of functions will be
needed later.
Lemma 2.2. If F and G are in L2a , then
|
D
F(z) G(z) dA(z)=3 |
D
(1&|z|2)2 F(z) G(z) dA(z)
+ 12 |
D
(1&|z|2)2 F $(z) G$(z) dA(z)
+ 13 |
D
(1&|z|2)3 F $(z) G$(z) dA(z).
Proof. Using power series it is sufficient to show the identity for F(z)=
G(z)=zn. This is a standard calculation using D (1&|z|
2)n |z|2m dA(z)=
n! m !(n+m+1)!. K
3. LOCAL ESTIMATES
In this section we will give estimates on the Toeplitz and Hankel
operators that will be used in our sufficiency results for boundedness of
certain products of these operators.
Lemma 3.1. Let f # L2(D, dA). Then
|(Tf h)(w)|
1
1&|w|2
&h&2 | f |2
t
(w)12,
and
|(H f*u)(w)|
1
1&|w| 2
&u&2 & f b .w&P( f b .w)&2 ,
for all h # L2a , u # L
2(D, dA), and w # D.
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Proof. If w # D and h # L2a , then
(Tf h)(w)=(Tf h, Kw) =(h, fKw) =
1
1&|w|2
(h, fkw).
By the CauchySchwarz inequality, |(h, fkw) |&h&2 & fkw&2 , thus
|(Tf h)(w)|
1
1&|w|2
&h&2 & fkw&2=
1
1&|w| 2
&h&2 | f | 2
t
(w)12,
proving the estimate for Tf h.
Using Hf kw=( f &P( f b .w) b .w) kw (see [14]) we have
H f*u(w)=
1
1&|w|2
(u, Hf kw) =
1
1&|w|2
(u, ( f &P( f b .w) b .w) kw).
By change-of-variable formula (2.1) we have &( f &P( f b .w) b .w) kw&2=
& f b .w&P( f b .w)&2 , so applying the inequality of CauchySchwarz we get
|(u, ( f &P( f b .w) b .w) kw) |&u&2 & f b .w&P( f b .w)&2 . K
In the following we write P0 for the integral operator on L2(D, dA) with
kernel 1|1&w z|2. It is well-known that P0 is L p-bounded for 1< p<
(see [1 or 18]).
Lemma 3.2. Let =>0 and let $=(2+=)(1+=).
(i) For every f # L2a and h # L
2
a :
|(Tf h)$ (w)|
4
1&|w|2
| f | 2+=
t
(w)1(2+=) P0[ |h| $](w)1$,
for all w # D.
(ii) For every g # L2(D, dA) and u # (L2a)
=:
|(H g*u)$ (w)|
4
1&|w| 2
&g b .w&P(g b .w)&2+= P0[|u|$](w)1$,
for all w # D.
Proof. Let =>0. Note that $=(2+=)(1+=) is the conjugate index of
2+=.
(i) For f # L2a and h # L
2
a we have
(Tf h)(w)=|
D
f (z) h(z)
(1&z w)2
dA(z),
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for w # D. Thus
(Tf h)$ (w)=2 |
D
zf (z) h(z)
(1&z w)3
dA(z),
for w # D. Applying Ho lder’s inequality we have
|(T f*h)$ (w)|
2 |
D
| f (z)| |h(z)|
|1&z w|3
dA(z)=2 |
D
| f (z)| |h(z)| |1&z w|
|1&z w|4
dA(z)
2 \|D
| f (z)|2+=
|1&z w|4
dA(z)+
1(2+=)
\|D
|h(z)| $ |1&z w| $
|1&z w| 4
dA(z)+
1$
=
2 | f |2+=
t
(w)1(2+=)
1&|w|2 \|D
|h(z)|$
|1&z w| 2
(1&|w|2)=(1+=)
|1&z w| =(1+=)
dA(z)+
1$
,
and the inequality follows, since (1&|w|2)|1&w z|<2 and 2=(2+=)<2.
(ii) For u # (L2a)
= we have
(Hg*u)(w)=(Hg*u, Kw) =(u, Hg Kw) =|
D
u(z) g(z)
(1&z w)2
dA(z).
Thus
(Hg*u)$ (w)=2 |
D
u(z) zg(z)
(1&z w)3
dA(z).
Letting Gw denote P(g b .w) b .w , the function z [ zGw(z)(1&w z)3 is in
L2a , and since u # (L
2
a)
= we have
|
D
u(z) zGw(z)
(1&z w)3
dA(z)=0.
Thus
(Hg*u)$ (w)=2 |
D
u(z) z(g(z)&Gw(z))
(1&z w)3
dA(z).
Using the same argument as above, applying Ho lder’s inequality and
change-of-variable formula (2.1) we have
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|(Hg*u)$ (w)|
2 \|D
| g(z)&Gw(z)| 2+=
|1&z w| 4
dA(z)+
1(2+=)
\|D
|u(z)|$
|1&z w|4&$
dA(z)+
1$

4
1&|w|2
&g b .w&P(g b .w)&2+= \|D
|u(z)|$
|1&z w|2
dA(z)+
1$
,
as desired. K
4. BASIC IDENTITIES AND INEQUALITIES
In this section we discuss several basic identities and inequalities needed
to prove necessary conditions for boundedness and compactness of Haplitz
products.
For f and g in L2(D, dA) let f  g be the rank one operator defined by
( f  g) h=(h, g) f,
for h # L2(D, dA). It is easily verified that the norm of f  g is & f &2 &g&2 .
If T and S are bounded linear operators, then T( f  g) S*=(Tf ) (Sg).
Proposition 4.1. On L2a we have
kw  kw=I&2T.w T. w+T
2
.w T
2
. w ,
for all w # D.
Proof. Let en(z)=(n+1)12 zn. Then [en] is a basis of the Bergman
space. On this basis, Tz is a weighted shift operator, the so-called Bergman
shift. More precisely,
Tzen=\n+1n+2+
12
en+1 and Tz en=T z*en=\ nn+1+
12
en&1 ,
for n>0, and T z*e0=0. Thus
TzTz en=
n
n+1
en and T 2z T
2
z en=
n&1
n+1
en ,
for n>0, and hence
(I&2TzTz +T 2z T
2
z ) en={1& 2nn+1+
n&1
n+1= en=0,
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for all n>0. It follows that
I&2TzTz +T 2z T
2
z =e0 e0 .
For w # D we apply the unitary operator Uw to obtain
kw  kw =(Uwe0) (Uwe0)=Uw(e0 e0) U*w
=Uw(I&2TzTz +T 2z T
2
z ) U*w
=I&2T.w T. w+T
2
.w T
2
. w ,
as desired. K
Proposition 4.2. If f, g # L2a , then
| f |2
t
(w)12 | g|2
t
(w)122 &TfTg &T.w(Tf Tg ) T. w &,
for all w # D.
Proof. Using the fact that both f and g are analytic, we have Tf T.w=
T.w Tf and T. w Tg =Tg T. w , so by Proposition 4.1,
Tf (kw  kw) Tg =Tf Tg &2T.w TfTg T. w+T
2
.w Tf Tg T
2
. w
=Tf Tg &T.w TfTg T. w&T.w(Tf Tg &T.w TfTg T. w) T. w .
The triangle inequality, the fact that also here Tf (kw  kw) Tg =
(Tf kw) (Tgkw), and the estimate &T.w &1 imply that
&(Tf kw) (Tgkw)&2 &Tf Tg &T.w(TfTg ) T. w &.
Using change-of-variable formula (2.1) we have
&(Tf kw) (Tgkw)&=& fkw&2 &gkw&2= | f | 2
t
(w)12 | g|2
t
(w)12,
and the stated result follows. K
To deal with products involving Hankel operators, we introduce dual
Toeplitz operators. The orthogonal complement (L2a)
= of L2a in L
2(D, dA)
is much larger than zL2a . Under the decomposition L
2(D, dA)=
L2a  (L
2
a)
=, for f # L(D) the multiplication operator Mf is represented as
Mf=_TfHf
H*f
Sf & .
The operator Sf is an operator on (L2a)
=; we call Sf the dual Toeplitz
operator with symbol f. Although these operators differ in many ways from
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Toeplitz operators, they do have some of the same basic algebraic proper-
ties. We have: S f*=Sf and S:f +;g=:Sf+;Sg , for f, g # L(D), and
:, ; # C. The identity Mfg=Mf Mg implies the following basic algebraic
relations between these operators:
Tfg =Tf Tg+H*f Hg , (4.3)
Sfg=Sf Sg+Hf H*g , (4.4)
Hfg=Hf Tg+Sf Hg . (4.5)
Suppose . # H and  # L(D). If we take f =. and g= in (4.5) we get
H.=S.T , since H.=0; on the other hand, taking f = and g=. in
(4.5) gives H.=HH. . Thus, if . # H  and  # L(D), then
HT.=S.H , (4.6)
and, by taking adjoints,
T. H*=H*H. . (4.7)
For f # L2(D, dA) we extend the dual Toeplitz operator Sf by defining
Sf u=(I&P)( fu), for u # Cc(D) & (L2a)
=.
We will show that identities (4.6) and (4.7) also hold if . # H and  #
L2(D, dA). For a polynomial h we have P(.Hh)=P(.h&.P(h))=
P(.h)&.P(h), thus
S.Hh=.(h&P(h))&P(.Hh)=.h&P(.h)=HT. h,
so that (4.6) also holds if . # H and  # L2(D, dA).
For . # H,  # L2(D, dA), u # Cc(D) & (L2a)
=, and w # D we have
(T. H*u)(w)=(T. H*u, Kw)=(H* u, .Kw) . Using the definition of H*u
as well as Fubini’s Theorem, it is easily verified that
(H*u, .Kw) =|
D
u(z) (z) .(z) Kw(z) dA(z).
On the other hand,
H*S. u(w)=(S. u, Kw)=(u, S.Kw)=(u, (I&P)(.Kw))
=( (I&P) u, .Kw) =(u, .Kw) .
Thus we have T. H*u=H*S. u, so that also (4.7) holds if . # H  and
 # L2(D, dA).
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Proposition 4.8. If f, g # L2(D, dA), then
& f b .w&P( f b .w)&2 &g b .w&P(g b .w)&2
2 &HfH g*&S.w(Hf Hg*) S. w &,
for all w # D.
Proof. Using Proposition 4.1 and identities (4.6) and (4.7), we have
Hf (kw kw) H g*
=Hf Hg*&2Hf T.w T. w H g*+Hf T
2
.w TfT
2
. w Hg*
=Hf Hg*&2S.w Hf Hg*S. w+S
2
.w HfHg*S
2
. w
=Hf Hg*&S.w H fHg*S. w&S.w(HfHg*&S.w HfHg*S. w) S. w ,
and, because Hf (kw kw) Hg*=(Hf kw) (Hgkw), and
&(Hf kw) (Hgkw)&=&Hf kw &2 &Hgkw&2
=& f b .w&P( f b .w)&2 &g b .w&P(g b .w)&2 ,
the stated result follows. K
The following proposition shows that the estimates for the Toeplitz
products and the Hankel products have their analogues for the mixed
products.
Proposition 4.9. If f # L2a and g # L
2(D, dA), then
| f |2
t
(w)12 &g b .w&P(g b .w)&22 &Tf Hg*&T.w(TfH g*) S. w &,
and
| f |2
t
(w)12 &g b .w&P(g b .w)&22 &HgTf &S.w(HgTf ) T. w &,
for all w # D.
Proof. To prove the first inequality we use the identity
Tf (kw kw) H g*=TfH g*&2T.w TfH g*S. w+T
2
.w TfH g*S
2
. w .
The second inequality follows from an analogous identity. K
We end this section with an algebraic result for dual Toeplitz operators.
If f is analytic or g is analytic, then Hf H*g =0, and by (4.4), Sf Sg=Sfg . The
following proposition shows that the converse holds.
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Proposition 4.10. Let f and g be L(D, dA). If Sf Sg=Sfg , then either
f or g is in H.
Proof. If Sf Sg=Sfg , then by (4.4), Hf H*g =0, and by Proposition 4.8,
& f b .w&P( f b .w)&2 &g b .w&P(g b .w)&2=0,
for all w # D, so the stated result follows. K
5. BOUNDED HAPLITZ PRODUCTS
In this section we give conditions for boundedness of the various Haplitz
products.
Theorem 5.1. Let f and g be in L2a . If TfTg is bounded, then
sup
w # D
| f |2
t
(w) | g| 2
t
(w)<.
Proof. Suppose Tf Tg is bounded. It follows from Proposition 4.2 that
| f |2
t
(w)12 | g|2
t
(w)124 &TfTg &,
for all w # D. K
Although we are not able to prove the converse of Theorem 5.1, we have
the following result.
Theorem 5.2. Let f and g be in L2a . If there is a positive constant = such
that
sup
w # D
| f | 2+=
t
(w) | g|2+=
t
(w)<,
then the product Tf Tg is bounded.
Proof. Let u and v be in L2a . To show that the product TfTg is bounded
we will estimate (Tf Tg u, v) using Lemma 2.2 and Lemmas 3.1, 3.2. It
follows from the inner product formula (Lemma 2.2) that
(Tf Tg u, v)=(Tg u, Tf v) =I+II+III,
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where
I=3 |
D
(1&|w| 2)2 (Tg u)(w)(Tf v)(w) dA(w),
II= 12 |
D
(1&|w|2)2 (Tg u)$ (w)(Tf v)$ (w) dA(w),
III= 13 |
D
(1&|w|2)3 (Tg u)$ (w)(Tf v)$ (w) dA(w).
It follows from Lemma 3.1 that
|I |3 |
D
[ | f | 2
t
(w) | g| 2
t
(w)]12 &u2& &v&2 dA(w)
3 sup
w # D
[ | f | 2
t
(w) | g|2
t
(w)]12 &u&2 &v&2 .
Using Lemma 3.2 we have
|II | 42 |
D
[ | f |2+=
t
(w) | g| 2+=
t
(w)]1(2+=)
_P0[|u| $](w)1$ P0[|v|$](w)1$ dA(w)
2 sup
w # D
[ | f | 2+=
t
(w) | g|2+=
t
(w)]1(2+=)
_|
D
P0[|u|$](w)1$ P0[|v| $](w)1$ dA(w).
Since p=2$>1 and P0 is L p-bounded, there exists a constant C such that
|
D
P0[|u|$](w)2$ dA(w)C |
D
[|u| $ (w)]2$ dA(w)=C &u&22 .
By the CauchySchwarz inequality,
|
D
P0[|u|$](w)1$ P0[|v|$](w)1$ dA(w)C &u&2 &v&2 ,
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and thus
|II |2C sup
w # D
[ | f | 2+=
t
(w) | g|2+=
t
(w)]1(2+=) &u&2 &v&2 .
Term III is estimated similar to II. From the estimates of the three terms
I, II, and III, we obtain
|(Tf Tg u, v) |M sup
w # D
[ | f |2+=
t
(w) | g|2+=
t
(w)]1(2+=) &u&2 &v&2
for some constant M>0. So the product Tf Tg is bounded, as desired. K
Using Proposition 4.8 we obtain a necessary condition on boundedness
of the product HfHg*.
Theorem 5.3. Let f and g be in L2(D, dA). If HfH g* is bounded, then
sup
w # D
& f b .w&P( f b .w)&2 &g b .w&P(g b .w)&2<.
We have not been able to prove the converse of the above theorem. We do
however have the following result.
Theorem 5.4. Let f and g be in L2(D, dA). If there is a positive constant
= such that
sup
w # D
& f b .w&P( f b .w)&2+= &g b .w&P(g b .w)&2+=<,
then the product Hf Hg* is bounded.
Proof. Let u, v # Cc(D) & (L2a)
=. Using the definitions of Hg*u and H f*v,
and Fubini’s Theorem, we have
(Hg*u, H f*v)=|
D {|D
g(z) u(z)
(1&wz )2
dA(z)={|D
f (*) v(*)
(1&*w )2
dA(*)= dA(w)
=|
D
f (*) H g*u(*) v(*) dA(*)=( fH g*u, v)=(Hf H g*u, v).
Thus, by Lemma 2.2 we have
(Hf H g*u, v)=(Hg*u, H f*v)=I+II+III,
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where
I=3 |
D
(1&|w|2)2 (Hg*u)(w)(H f*v)(w) dA(w),
II= 12 |
D
(1&|w|2)2 (Hg*u)$ (w)(H f*v)$ (w) dA(w),
III= 13 |
D
(1&|w|2)3 (Hg*u)$ (w)(H f*v)$ (w) dA(w).
It follows from Lemma 3.1 that
|I |3 sup
w # D
& f b .w&P( f b .w)&2 &g b .w&P(g b .w)&2 &u&2 &v&2 .
Using Lemma 3.2 and the L p-boundedness of operator P0 we have
|II |2C sup
w # D
& f b .w&P( f b .w)&2+=
_&g b .w&P(g b .w)&2+= &u&2 &v&2 .
Term III is estimated similar to II, and combining the estimates we get
|(Hf Hg*u, v) |M sup
w # D
& f b .w&P( f b .w)&2+=
_&g b .w&P(g b .w)&2+= &u&2 &v&2 ,
for some constant M>0. So the product Hf Hg* is bounded, as desired. K
Analogous to the necessary conditions for boundedness of Toeplitz and
Hankel products, Proposition 4.9 gives necessary conditions for bounded-
ness of the mixed Haplitz products.
Theorem 5.5. Let f # L2a and g # L
2(D, dA). If Tf Hg* or HgTf is
bounded, then
sup
w # D
| f |2
t
(w)12 &g b .w&P(g b .w)&2<.
We have not been able to prove the converse of the above theorem,
but we have the following result, which is proved similarly to Theorems 5.2
and 5.4.
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Theorem 5.6. Let f # L2a and g # L
2(D, dA). If for a constant =>0
sup
w # D
| f | 2+=
t
(w)1(2+=) &g b .w&P(g b .w)&2+=<,
then Tf H g* and HgTf are bounded.
6. COMPACT HAPLITZ PRODUCTS
In this section we discuss conditions for compactness of the various
Haplitz products. The following lemma gives necessary conditions for com-
pactness of operators on L2a , operators on (L
2
a)
=, or operators between
these spaces.
Lemma 6.1. If A: L2a  L
2
a , B: L
2
a  (L
2
a)
=, C: (L2a)
=  L2a and
D: (L2a)
=  (L2a)
= are compact operators, then
&A&T.w AT. w&  0,
&B&S.w BT. w&  0,
&C&T.w CS. w &  0,
&D&S.w DS. w&  0,
as |w|  1&.
Proof. If H1 and H2 are Hilbert spaces and S: H1  H2 is a compact
operator, then, since operators of finite rank are dense in the set of com-
pact operators, given =>0 there exist f1 , ... , fn # H1 and g1 , ... , gn # H2 so
that
"S& :
n
i=1
fi  gi"<=.
Thus the above statements follow once we prove them for operators of
rank one.
If f # L2(D, dA) as |w|  1&, then for every z # D we have w&.w(z)=
(1&|w|2) z(1&w z)  0, so by the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence
Theorem, &wf &.w f &2  0 as |w|  1&. It follows that &‘ f &.w f &2  0,
if w # D tends to ‘ # D.
If f # L2a , we apply P to obtain
&‘ f &T.w f &2=&‘ f &P(.w f )&2  0,
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as w in D tends to ‘ # D. If f, g # L2a , then writing
& f  g&T.w( f  g) T. w &
=&(‘ f ) (‘g)&(T.w f ) (T.w g)&
&(‘ f &T.w f ) (‘g)&+&(T.w f ) (‘g&T.w g)&
&‘ f &T.w f &2 &g&2+& f &2 &‘g&T.w g&2 ,
we see that
& f  g&T.w( f  g) T. w&  0
as w in D tends to ‘ # D. This proves the statement for operator A.
Suppose f # (L2a)
=, then (I&P)(‘ f )=‘ f, so that
&‘ f &S.w f &2=&(I&P)(‘ f &.w f )&2  0,
as w in D tends to ‘ # D. If f, g # (L2a)
=, then writing
& f  g&S.w( f  g) S. w &
=&(‘ f ) (‘g)&(S.w f ) (S.w g)&
&(‘ f &S.w f ) (‘g)&+&(S.w f ) (‘g&S.w g)&
&‘ f &S.w f &2 &g&2+& f &2 &‘g&S.w g&2 ,
we get
& f  g&S.w( f  g) S. w &  0
as w in D tends to ‘ # D. This proves the statement for operator D.
If f # L2a and g # (L
2
a)
=, and w # D tends to ‘ # D, then &‘ f &T.w f &2 
0 and &‘g&S.w g&2  0 imply that & f  g&T.w( f  g) S. w &  0 as |w| 
1&. This proves the statement for operator B.
The statement for operator C is proved similarly. K
Theorem 6.2. Let f and g be in H. Then Tf Tg is compact if and only
if f #0 or g#0.
Proof. If TfTg is compact, then by Lemma 6.1, &TfTg &T.w TfTg T. w&  0
as |w|  1&. Using Lemma 4.2 it follows that | f |2
t
(w)12 | g| 2
t
(w)12  0 as
|w|  1&. Since | f (w)|2 | f |2
t
(w) and | g(w)| 2 | g|2
t
(w) we obtain
| f (w) g(w)|  0 as |w|  1&, and by the Maximum Modulus Principle,
fg#0, thus f #0 or g#0. K
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Theorem 6.3. Let f and g be in L(D, dA). Then HfHg* is compact if
and only if
lim
|w|  1&
& f b .w&P( f b .w)&2 &g b .w&P(g b .w)&2=0.
Proof. First we show the ‘‘if part.’’ If HfH g* is compact, then by
Lemma 6.1, &Hf Hg*&S.w Hf Hg*S. w &  0 as |w|  1
&. Using Lemma 4.8 it
follows that
& f b .w&P( f b .w)&2 &g b .w&P(g b .w)&2  0
as |w|  1&.
Now we turn to the ‘‘only if ’’ part. For u, v # Cc(D) & (L2a)
= we have
(Hf H g*u, v)=(Hg*u, H f*v)=I+II+III,
where I, II, and III are as in the proof of Theorem 5.4. For 0<s<1 we
write I=Is+I$s , II=IIs+II$s , and III=IIIs+III$s , where
Is =3 |
s<|w| <1
(1&|w|2)2 (w)(H f*v)(w) dA(w),
IIs= 12 |
s<|w| <1
(1&|w|2)2 (H g*u)$ (w)(H f*v)$ (w) dA(w),
IIIs= 13 |
s<|w| <1
(1&|w|2)3 (H g*u)$ (w)(H f*v)$ (w) dA(w).
It is easy to see that there exist compact operators K Is , K
II
s and K
III
s on
(L2a)
= such that (K Isu, v) =I$s , (K
II
s u, v) =II$s and (K
III
s u, v)=III$s . The
operator Ks=K Is+K
II
s +K
III
s is compact, and ( (HfHg*&Ks) u, v)=
Is+IIs+IIIs . We will estimate each of the terms Is , IIs and IIIs .
It follows from Lemma 3.1 that
|Is |3 sup
s<|w|<1
& f b .w&P( f b .w)&2 &g b .w&P(g b .w)&2 &u&2 &v&2 .
Using Lemma 3.2 and the L p-boundedness of operator P0 we have
|IIs |2C sup
s<|w| <1
& f b .w&P( f b .w)&2+=
_&g b .w&P(g b .w)&2+= &u&2 &v&2 .
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Term IIIs is estimated similar to IIs , and we obtain
|( (HfH g*&Ks) u, v) |C sup
s<|w|<1
& f b .w&P( f b .w)&2+=
_&g b .w&P(g b .w)&2+= &u&2 &v&2
for some constant C>0. Since P is L2+2=-bounded, there exists a constant
C= such that
& f b .w&P( f b .w)&2+=
C= & f & (1+=)(2+=) & f b .w&P( f b .w)&1(2+=)2 .
A similar inequality holds for &g b .w&P(g b .w)&2+= . Thus there exists a
constant C$ such that
|( (HfHg*&Ks) u, v) |C$ sup
s<|w| <1
(& f b .w&P( f b .w)&2
_&g b .w&P(g b .w)&2)1(2+=) &u&2 &v&2 ,
from which we conclude that
&HfH g*&Ks&C$ sup
s<|w|<1
& f b .w&P( f b .w)&1(2+=)2
_&g b .w&P(g b .w)&1(2+=)2 .
So if & f b .w&P( f b .w)&2 &g b .w&P(g b .w)&2  0 as |w|  1&, then it
follows from the above inequality that Ks  Hf Hg* in operator norm, and
since each of the Ks is compact, we conclude that operator Hf Hg* is
compact. K
Analogous to Theorems 6.2 and 6.3 we have the following result for the
mixed Haplitz products.
Theorem 6.4. Let f # H and g # L(D, dA). Then TfH g* is compact if
and only if Hg Tf is compact if and only if
lim
|w|  1&
| f |2
t
(w)12 &g b .w&P(g b .w)&2=0.
7. HAPLITZ PRODUCTS WITH SYMBOLS IN THE
MAXIMAL IDEAL SPACE
In this section we discuss compactness of the various Haplitz products
with symbols in the maximal ideal space. We first recall the definition and
Hoffman’s beautiful description of the maximal ideal space.
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The maximal ideal space of H is the set M of multiplicative linear maps
from H onto the field of complex numbers. The Gelfand transform allows
us to think of H as a subalgebra of C(M), the algebra of continuous
complex-valued functions on M. By the StoneWeierstrass theorem, the set
of finite sums of functions of the form fg , with f, g # H, is dense in C(M),
where C(M) is endowed with the usual supremum norm. Thus we can
identify C(M) with the closed subspace of L(D, dA) generated by func-
tions of the form fg , with f, g # H. With this viewpoint, C(M) is the
C*-subalgebra of L(D, dA) generated by H. For m # M, let .m : D  M
denote the Hoffman map. This map is defined by setting
.m(w)= lim
z  m
.z(w)
for w # D; here we are taking a limit in M. The existence of this limit, as
well as many other deep properties of .m , was proved by Hoffman [8]. An
exposition of Hoffman’s results can also be found in [7], Chapter X. We
shall use, without further comment, Hoffman’s result that .m is a con-
tinuous mapping of D into M. Note that .m(0)=m.
Theorem 7.1. Let f and g be in C(M). Then the product HfHg* is com-
pact if and only if f b .m or g b .m is in H for every m in M"D.
Proof. By Theorem 6.3 it suffices to show that f b .m or g b .m is in H,
for all m in M"D, is equivalent to
lim
|w|  1&
& f b .w&P( f b .w)&2 &g b .w&P(g b .w)&2=0.
If m is in M"D, and (wj) is a net in D converging to m, then it is easily
seen that f b .wj  f b .m pointwise on D. We claim that in fact f b .wj 
f b .m in L2(D, dA). Some care needs to be taken to prove this claim, since
the bounded convergence theorem does not hold for nets, as opposed to
sequences. A standard density argument shows that f b .wj  f b .m
uniformly on compact subsets of D (see [12], Lemma 5). Using that
& f b .wj& f b .m&
2
2 =|
rD
| f b .wj (z)& f b .m(z)|
2 dA
+|
D"rD
| f b .wj (z)& f b .m(z)|
2 dA
 sup
|z|r
| f b .wj (z)& f b .m(z)|
2+4(1&r2) & f &2 ,
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for all 0<r<1, we conclude that indeed f b .wj  f b .m in L
2(D, dA). It
follows that (I&P)( f b .wj)  (I&P)( f b .m). Consequently,
lim
w  m
& f b .w&P( f b .w)&2=& f b .m&P( f b .m)&2 .
So f b .m is in H  if and only if
lim
w  m
& f b .w&P( f b .w)&2=0.
Hence the condition that f b .m or g b .m is in H  is equivalent to
lim
w  m
& f b .w&P( f b .w)&2 &g b .w&P(g b .w)&2=0.
This completes the proof. K
The above theorem should be compared with the following result.
Theorem 7.2. Let f, g # C(M). The following statements are equivalent:
(i) H f*Hg is compact;
(ii) (I&P)( f b .m) = (I&P)(g b .m), for all m # M"D;
(iii) H*f b .m Hg b .m=0, for all m # M"D.
Proof. (i)  (ii): If w in D converges to m # M"D, then
lim
w  m
(H f*Hg kw , kw) = lim
w  m
( (I&P)(g b .w), (I&P)( f b .w))
=( (I&P)(g b .m), (I&P)( f b .m)).
By Theorem 2.2 in [4], H f*Hg is compact if and only if (H f*Hg kw , kw)  0
as |w|  1&, so H f*Hg is compact if and only if
( (I&P)(g b .m), (I&P)( f b .m))=0
for all m # M"D.
(ii)  (iii): If w in D converges to m # M"D, then by Lemma 2.8 in
[3], we have
UwH f*Hg Uw  H*f b .m Hg b .m ,
where the limit is taken in the strong operator topology. For fixed z # D,
using that Uwkz=‘k.w(z) for unimodular ‘, it follows that
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(H*f b .m Hg b .m kz , kz)= lim
w  m
(UwH f*HgUwkz , kz)
= lim
w  m
(H f*Hgk.w(z) , k.w(z))
=( (I&P)(g b .mz), (I&P)( f b .mz)) ,
where m=.m(z) # M"D. Thus (ii) is equivalent to (H*f b .mHg b .m kz , kz) =
0, for all z # D, which, by a result of Berezin (see, for example, [13],
Theorem 2.2), is equivalent to H*f b .m Hg b .m=0. K
On the Bergman space, it is not clear that Hf Hg* is compact if and only
if H f*Hg is compact because we don’t know when the product H f*Hg is
zero even if f and g are in C(M). However, when f and g are bounded har-
monic functions on D, combining a theorem in [16] with Theorem 7.1
yields the following result.
Theorem 7.3. Let f and g be bounded harmonic functions on the unit
disk. Then Hf H g* is compact if and only if H f*Hg is compact.
For mixed Haplitz products we have the following characterization of
compactness.
Theorem 7.4. Let f # H  and g # C(M). Then Tf H g* is compact if and
only if f b .m=0 or g b .m is in H  for every m in M"D.
Proof. If m is in M"D, then
&g b .w&P(g b .w)&2  &g b .m&P(g b .m)&2
as w  m. Likewise,
| f |2
t
(w)12=& f b .w&2  & f b .m&2 ,
as w  m. So
| f |2
t
(w)12 &g b .w&P(g b .w)&2  & f b .m&2 &g b .m&P(g b .m)&2
as w  m. The condition | f |2
t
(w)12 &g b .m&P(g b .m)&2  0 as |w|  1&
is therefore equivalent to the condition & f b .m&2 &g b .m&P(g b .m)&2=0,
for all m # M"D, which is equivalent to f b .m=0 or g b .m=P(g b .m), for
all m # M"D, that is, g b .m=0 or g b .m is analytic, for all m # M"D. K
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Similarly, Theorem 6.4 implies:
Theorem 7.5. Let f # H and g # C(M). Then Tf Hg is compact if and
only if HgTf is compact if and only if f b .m=0 or g b .m is in H for every
m in M"D.
8. OPEN QUESTIONS
Based on Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 we make the following conjecture,
analogous to Sarason’s conjecture [11] on the Hardy space.
Conjecture 8.1. Let f and g be in L2a . Then:
(i) Tf Tg is bounded if and only if supw # D | f |2
t
(w) | g| 2
t
(w)<.
(ii) Tf Tg is compact if and only if lim |w|  1& | f |2
t
(w) | g|2
t
(w)=0.
Theorems 5.3, 5.4, 6.3 and 7.3 provide support for the following conjec-
ture.
Conjecture 8.2. Let f and g be in L2(D, dA). Then:
(i) Hf Hg* is bounded if and only if H f*Hg is bounded if and only if
sup
w # D
& f b .w&P( f b .w)&2 &g b .w&P(g b .w)&2<.
(ii) Hf Hg* is compact if and only if H f*Hg is compact if and only if
lim
|w|  1&
& f b .w&P( f b .w)&2 &g b .w&P(g b .w)&2=0.
Remark. If f, g # L(D, dA), then
Hf H g* is compact O H f*Hg is compact.
Proof. For w # D we have
|(H f*Hg kw , kw) |=|(g b .w&P(g b .w), f b .w&P( f b .w)) |
& f b .w&P( f b .w)&2 &g b .w&P(g b .w)&2 .
If HfHg* is compact, then by Theorem 6.3,
& f b .w&P( f b .w)&2 &g b .w&P(g b .w)&2  0
as |w|  1&, thus (H f*Hgkw , kw)  0 as |w|  1&, and by Theorem 2.2 in
[4], H f*Hg is compact. K
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Based on Theorems 5.5, 5.6 and 6.4 we furthermore make the following
conjecture.
Conjecture 8.3. Let f be in L2(D, dA) and g # L2a . Then
(i) Tf H g* is bounded if and only if HgTf is bounded if and only if
sup
w # D
| f |2
t
(w)12 &g b .w&P(g b .w)&2<.
(ii) Tf H g* is compact if and only if HgTf is compact if and only if
lim
|w|  1&
| f |2
t
(w)12 &g b .w&P(g b .w)&2=0.
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